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Ces verres representent la derniere ~lo~aiso,~ de 1'industrie du verre a Venise 

t la fin de la Republique : celle-C1 n auralt sans doute pas eu lieu sans le avan . . d ' , . 
de fouet inflige par la Boheme. C' est pourquOl Venlse Olt etre reconnals-

coup . 'V' I ' ' I 
t 'la Boheme comme la Boheme doit etre reconnalssante a enlse pour e an 

san e a 11 dd ' . . obligea celle-ci a rechercher et a trouver des formes nouve es e ecoratlOn, 
qUi d d l'h ' . et de marquer le debut d 'une nouvelle gran de periode de splen eur ans Istolre 
europeenne du verre. 
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BOHEMIAN CRYSTAL GLASS 
AND ITS IMITATION IN VENICE 

IN THE 18th CENTURY 

by 

alga DRAHOTOVA 

Thanks to their professional skill and manufacturing experience, Bohemian 
produ~ers and decorators of glass always reacted quickly to new technological and 
stylistic impulses coming from sources abroad or at home. They were able to 
adapt these ideas to their own possibilities and demands and to develop them 
further on a broad basis in long-range production programmes which then covered 
the European market with high quality and yet not too expensive glass. One of 
the most outstanding examples of this ability of Czech producers is the story 
of the emergence and success of so-called Bohemian crystal in the 17th and 
18th centuries. The example of Italian late renaissance engraved and cut vessels 
of rock crystal found its reflection not only in Bohemia at the turn of the 16th 
and 17th centuries but also in various parts of Germany, but nowhere else was 
the production of thick-walled engraved and cut glass as widespread as it was 
in the Bohemian crown lands. Consciously inspired by the example of rock crystal 
led to a change in the character of glass making and the shapes of table glass, 
to a withdrawal from the complex and fragile forms of the Venetianized character 
to simple, heavier and more solid forms. The greater thickness of glass made 
possible the development of a system of engraved and cut decor which had its 
own style and patterns corresponding to the purposes of the particular item 
produced. Archive material shows that the main contribution to the development 
of ~ new type of glass-making - Bohemian crystal (which in fact was the per
fecting . of existing Bohemian glass) - was made by the glass works in the South 
~ohem,an domains of Nove Hrady and Wimperk. Louis Le Vasseur d'Ossimont 

ad produced for Count Ferd. Buquoy crystal glass as far back as 1674 in the 
newly . established crystal glassworks near Dobra Voda (Heilbrunn) e) and 
~~~rdlng to commentators of those days the crystal glass produced by Michal 

uller at the Helmbach glassworks in the Vimperk domain, beginning in 1683, 

1'0 G (1) F. MARES, Ceske skIo Praha 1893 p. 117 dates the origin of the gIasswork 
ratze (N ' .' , , . ' .' I Mitt'l n ove Hrady) In 1681 ; E. HIRSCH, E,'fmdung des bohmrschen Kl'Is/allg (/Ses, 

date:
1 t~ngen des Verelns f. Geschichte der D eutschen in Bohmen, 74 Jg., 1936, p. 51, 

e opening of the production in 1674 . 
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was on a level with the Buquoy products. In the 'eighties and 'nineties these two 
glassworks were among the leading ones in Bohemia, towards the end of the 
century however the glassworks in Dobri Voda went into a decline and later, 
following the death of Michal Muller in 1709, even the Helmbach glassworks 
gradually lost its importance. However Muller's know-how quickly spread trhough
out the Vimperk domain, parallel with the Helmbach glassworks; Jan Jii'i Steg
bauer produced lime-glass starting in the 'nineties at the Volary glassworks, and 
later Jan Tischler did the same at the Tomas glassworks. Muller 's tradition was 
taken up and continued by his son Valentin Antonin at the Helmbach glassworks, 
Jacob at Klingenbrunn, and grondson Michal along with his son-in-law Antonin 
Landgraf at the Upper Austrian glassworks in SchHigel (2). Other Bohemian 
glassworks began operation with the same range and intensity. F. Mard, K. Chytil 
and F.X. Jifik expressed the view that in the South Behemian glassworks there 
emerged in the last quarter of the 17th century the typical Bohemian baluster 
goblet with melted, ruby threads, since archive material shows that Muller was 
the first in our country to introduce the production of ruby glass. The oldest type 
of the Bohemian baluster goblets, which can be dated in the last quarter of the 
17th century and thus we can also assume that they ware the products of M. Muller 
and his continuators, are goblets with narrow, high, funnel-shaped bowls on low, 
mostly smooth baluster stems, decorated with melted ruby threads . These goblets, 
in terms of shape, belong to the last quarter of the 17th century; they might be 
compared for instance to certain drawings of John Greene in correspondence with 
A. Morelli between 1668-71. They are decorated mostly with engraved decor 
so characteristic for the last third of the 17th century - that is to say stylized 
plant motifs of a folk nature, i.e. plant tendrils, with tulips, roses, daisies, wide 
leaves, grapevine motifs, Chinese architecture in medallions and so on. The cutti ng 
is limited to simple oval cuttings often inserted into dull engraved ornaments. 
Very similar decor is to be found in the smooth thick-walled conical beakers and 
the four to six-sided bottles, just as one finds it on glass with ribs in relief or 
wine jugs with high necks which remained in common usage long into the 
18th century. 

Of course not all such adorned glass dates from the end of the 17th century. 
We find these motifs, for example, on a four-sided bottle with the abbot's coa~
of-arms, dated 1718, in the South Bohemian Museum in ceske Budejovice. It IS 
therefore evident that this decor lasted into the first quarter of the 18th centur~. 
Records in Czech archives and preserved specimens in Murano indicate that It 
was this particular South Bohemian glass against which the Venetian Decree by 
the Council of the Ten was directed. 

Although Italy of course was not an important market for Bohemian glass, 
Bohemian crystal very soon penetrated this area. In 1683, Joh. Carl Gube Wfl tes 
the following in his report on the Helmbach glassworks of Michal Muller 

(2) MARES, l .c., p. 86, 88 , 92 , 21 2. 
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D Verschleiss von Trinkhglossern ist zum Theil nach Wienn maistens ab er « er . ' ' 
. Moscau und W1illlschland h111gegenkhomben ». Later, after M. Muller's death 
:~ 1709, the inventory of his posse~sions revealed that a certain Pietro Paolo Calli: 
gari of Venice (Changan)I °lwe~ hlhm ~oney (3)'1 The

6 
Buquoy glassworks at Heil

brunn also sent glass to ta y 111 t e mnetles. n 1 92-93 cut crystal glass was 
sent from here to Florence (4) and perhaps It would not be a far cry to link this 
with the large set of typically Bohemian engraved glass from the end of the 
17th century which bears the Medici coat-of-arms and is to be found in Bargello, 
in Florence. In the inventory of the Heilbrunn glassworks, in 1697, there are 
records of Italian merchants J. de Bussi, Antonio Tuno and Carlo Claudi In 
Vienna (5). 

Jan Jit! Stegbauer sold mirror glass from the Volary glassworks at the 
end of the 17th and beginning of the 18th century to Venice; he is mentioned 
in 1711 in correspondence written by Giovanni Sola of Venice who bought 
crystal pieces from Valentin Muller of the Helmbach glassworks and who had 
rejected prior to this the poor quality of Jan Tischler's crystal from the Schlemar 
glassworks. In the same year Sola personally visited Valentin Muller at the glass
works. The transactions were carried out through the Stadler heirs in Passau and 
by Mrs. Muller in Prague. According to records Valentin Muller sold Sola eight 
boxes of crystalline, eight boxes of crystal pieces and crystal in the form of 
almonds (6). 

This report is supplemented by records in the Venice archives. In February 
1711, Giao Sola declared that he has imported from abroad a material which gave 
~irror glass a greater lustre. He requested the Senate to grant him a privilegium 
hIm to import material for fifty years without paying import duty. In March of 
the same year he expressed the hop that he would suc<;eed in convincing some 
labourers working abroad to come to Venice and produce the material directly 
on th~ spot. In the privilegium, which acceded to Sola's request to import this 
mater~al fO.r twenty years, there is concrete mention of «una pasta di cristallo 
forastJe~o, 111 Gllele, Verghe, Piastre, Balette », which was to have improved the 
productIOn of Venetian mirrors C). 

Obviously Giovanni Sola was not the only Italian merchant at this time to 
buy South Bohemian glass. An application made by the glassmakers of the Vim-
Perk d '. 

omal11 111 1722 states that because of Vimperk glassworks, merchants not 
~nly from Bohemia and neighbouring countries, particularly from Silesia, but also 
rom far away areas like Naples, Venice, Italy and Amsterdam, come to Vimperk. 

( 3) M 
ARES, l.c ., p. 88 and 196-7, Archive of Wimperk, I, 76, § la . 

(4) MARES, l.c. , p. 117, HIRSCH, l.c. , p. 59. 
( 0) MARES, HIRSCH, l.c. 

(I;) MARES, p. 75 , 92 , 105 , Archive of Wimperk B 6 G , S 1. 
(7) . , ,, 

and 24 Slale Arch/lie in V enice, COlZSiglio dei X , documents of FeblUary 1711 , 4, 14. 
these" f of March 1711, 28. September 1739, 19. September 1746 13 O ctober 1746. For 

to ormatlOns I am indebted to lng. 1. Zecchin, Mm·ano. ' 
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At the end of the 17th and beginning of the 18th century, table glass, pieces of 
crystal which were melted down again and used chiefly in the manufacture of 
mirrors, furthermore mirrors and mirror glass, mainly from the Volary g lassworks 
of Stegbauer - where the export of mirrors to Italy was confirmed as late as 
1767 - were exported to Italy from South Bohemia (8). At the end of the 
18th century the brothers Ignaz and Josef Eisner of the Filip glassworks near 
Prasily exported glass to Florence and Naples (0). From the end of the 18th and 
beginning of the 19th century the export of glass also from Northern Bohemia 
to Italy begins to take on greater importance and is authenticated in archive 
material. Elias, Joseph, Georg and Ignaz Storm from Polevsko exported glass to 
Milan; Pallme, Langer and Comp. to N aples, Trieste, Palermo; J .c. Pallme, 
Christian Pallme and Ignaz Kreybich to Livorno and Tuscany, the Janel famil y 
to Naples and ].Chr. Schneider and heirs to Trieste and Milan. Other exporters 
mentioned are Ignaz Seidel and Georg Hanel e O). 

It is worth linking these records to the maintenance of Bohemian baroque 
glass in public Italian collections. The Murano Museum has a large amount of 
what is probably South Bohemian glass from the end of the 17th and first half 
of the 18th century ("). In the St. Martino Museum in Naples there are seven 
Bohemian engraved and cut mirrors. They differ from the ostentatious Venetian 
engraved specimens by their more folk-like character and the technique used in 
making them. Their ornamental decor is very close to that of Bohemian hollow 
glass. . 

Or course some sets of Bohemian glass with Italian coats-of-arms can be 
assumed to have been gifts on the part of the Austrians rather than evidence of 
systematic export - for instance the set of the Medicis, mentioned above, dati ng 
from the end of the 17th century, most likely intended for Cosimo Ill, or the 
marriage set for Francesco III from 1725 in the Estense Museum in Modena, 
or the double-walled beakers with the coat-of-arms of the Aquileia patriarch 
Daniel Delvinus (1737-1751), to be found in Murano. In contrast to this, the 
many-pieced gold painted set of the Gradenigo family, dating from the third 
quarter of the 18th century, in the Bottacin Museum in Padua, in view of the 
late period in which it was produced, might well have been a direct order placed 
with Bohemian exporters. 

As we know, the Venetians banned the import of Bohemian glass because 
it competed with their own, yet they could not prevent the smuggling of Bohemian 

(8) M ARES, i.e. , p . 105-106. 

(9) MARES, i .e. , p . 60 . 

(10) E. SCHEBEK, Bohme12S Giasi12dustrie und Giashandei , Pragu ~, 1878, p. 63, 383 
and 398- 399 ; MARES, i.e. , p. 35. 

(11) Some of these specimens are reproduced in . G. MARIACHER, V etri itctlicmi dei 
seice12to et set/ecento, Milan, 1964, p . 92 (a beaker and a baluster goblet) , p. 94 (a four
sided bott le ) , p. 100 and 101 (baluster goblets and a thick-wa lled conical beaker) , p . 103 
(probably a ll cut specimens). 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 4 
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glass directly into Venice. At the same time, attempts were made in Venice to 
imitate Bohemian glass and to use different qualities of potassium. Although 
archive records speak of the Venetian production of crystal glass in Bohemian 
style only in 1736, in connexion with a privilegium granted Guiseppe Briati for 
the manufacture of crystal, the general view is that there were attempts to produce 
engraved crystal glass in Venice much before this. The main support for this 
view is the belief that the set of Venetian glass presented to Danish King 
Frederic IV, in 1709, by the Venetian Doge Alvise Mocenigo 11, which is to be 
found in the royal Rosenborg Palace near Copenhagen, also included engraved 
glass ( 2

). On a different occasion I tried to prove that the engraved glass at 
the Rosenborg Palace - which is assumed to be of Venetian origin - is probably 
not that al all and that there are many reasons to think it is the product of the 
Dresden glasswork. Engraved ornaments, absolutely indentical with motifs used 
on the glass at Rosenborg, were commonplace at the time in Bohemia, Saxony 
and Thuringia and what speaks against the hypothesis that this might have been 
Venetian glass, engraved by Central European engravers, is that the only compar
able material is to be found in Central Europe and not in Italian collections (13) . 
These arguments were supported not long ago by Dr. Dreier, who in Cassel, 
where the glassmaker Maximilian Fremmel moved to from Dresden, foun d 
thin-walled glass of a shape similar to the engraved glass of the Rosenborg 
collection ( 4

). 

If we exclude from Italian production of hollow glass in Bohemian style, 
the engraved glass from the Rosenborg collection, what remains are only isolated, 
engraved pieces of Venetian glass, such as a plate with the portrait of Francesco 
Morosini of 1688 in the Prague Industrial Arts Museum or the lantern from the 
Nigro collection in Genoa, dating from 1714. The first written evidence about 
glass in Bohemian style in Venice is the bill of glassmakers G. Berton and 
A. Rosetto of Murano who in 1722 sold cristalli ad uso di Boemia to the Princess 
of Piedmont e o). One can allow the very likely assumption of K . Hettes, who 
expressed the view that this order of glass might well have included imported 
Bohemian glass since, from above-mentioned sources, it follows that the export 
of Bohemian glass to Venice was quite substantial at the time ( 6 ) . As opposed 
to this, however, the use of the term ad uso di Boemia is evidence that the writer 
had in mind, rather, the imitation of Bohemian glass. 

In regard to the question of the beginning of Venetian imitation of Bohemian 
engraved glass, a specimen of an as-yet neglected goblet in the Poldi-Pezzoll l 

(1 2 ) G . B OES EN, V el1 el;,mske Glas pa Rosel1bo"g, Copenhague, 1960; A. GASPARETTO, 

11 lielfO di M W'al1o, Venise, 1958, p. 11 6. 
( B ) O. D RA HOTOVA , Glas {IttS V ened;g od eI' Saehsen? Jah ,.bueh de,. Slaatl. K uns!-

sa1l7mlungen D resdel1, 1967, p. 153-160. 
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( 14 ) F.A. D RE IER , Glaskunsl ; 11 H essen·Kassel, Kassel, 1969, fig . 63·66. 
(1 5 ) G . BO ESEN, I.e. , p. 68. 
(16) K. H ettes in a review of Boesens' book in « Umeni », XI, 1961-1962, p. 158-160 . 

Fig. 5 
Fig. 6 

Museum in Milan with V f d 
the date at 1729 ~eems t~ b en~ lan me al melted into its stem, which establishes 
ing as Bohemial; and th d ~Io great Importance. Its glass is as thick and glitter
South Bohemian en ravi~ s u engraved ornament IS almost identical with earlier 
year by the Venetia~ Do ge' Only the me?al, the so-called osella, awarded every 
that the goblet was made ~n to representatlv~s of the Murano community, proves 
and name of the Do e Alv~urano. I~ carnes on the averse side the coat-af-arms 
chamberla,'n MI'o M g , Ise Mocen'go, of podesta Marc Antonio Corner and 

oratto' on th 'd and names of th '. e reverse SI e of the medal are the coats-of-arms 
Giacomo Mazzol e Gr~presentabves of the Murano community in 1729 namely 

a IOvannl Rd' S b . , , 
, a I, e astlano Mestre and Marcantonio Negrizioli . 

The goblet mentioned above h h' , . 
Were able to make I' sows tat, 111 the twenties Venetian producers 
E g ass In Bohem' t I . h . ' . 

uropean glassmakers or b' I~n s y e, elt er WIth the assIstance of Central 
most Outstanding f y IInport111g raw glass, or merely raw materials. The 
wh f manu acturer of gl . B h . o rom 1736 had h " . ass In 0 emlan style was Guiseppe Briati 
Iontani» and Jat t e pnvdeglUm to make crystal « nel metodo dei paesi piu 
privilegium for B

er 
was penTIltted to import saltpeter without paying duty. This 

In h' flatl was prolo d '1 IS request of 0 t b nge untl 1757. According to the formulation 
c 0 er 11 1 736 . . J , , It IS C ear that in his workshop, at least at 
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the beginning, there were foreign specialists, working very likely as glassmakers 
and also as engravers e 7). 

Briati's fear of competition proves that in his endeavours to imitate Bohemian 
glass he was not alone, which is another reason why we cannot claim unilaterall y 
that the goblet of 1729 is the product of his workshop. The osella, at the time 
when Giacomo Mazzola was in office, leads to the assumption that the goblet 
came into being more likely in the outstanding glassworks of the brothers Mazzo la 
who produced crystal and mirror glass. They too, together with the above
mentioned Giovanni Sola, were g iven permission in 1739 to import from Silesia 
«un materiale che rende i vetri lucidi e bianchi , sostituendo la cenere» (18). 

The engraved ornament on this Venetian goblet in Bohemian style of the 
Poldi-Pezzoli Museum has such a typically Bohemian character that there can be 
no doubt as to the Bohemian origin of its engraver. The motifs of South Bohemian 
glass, imported into Venice at the end of the 17th century and the first quarter 
of the 18th, are repeated , developed and reduced on a considerable number of 
engraved glasses in the Murano Museum. In some cases there can be doubt as to 
whether this is Bohemian g lass or an imitation of it, other deviations from typical 
Bohemian shapes make it possible to ascertain that some of these specimens are 
of Venetian origin (19). 

After Briati's privilegium ran out in 1757, the production of engraved crystal 
glass continued in several' enterprises such as the workshop of Vittorio Mestre 
(from 1757) , that of Briati's newphew Giuseppe Gandolin (1764), and his 
pupils Lorenzo Rossetti and Zoan Gastaldello (after 1783), additionally, in the 
workshop of Antonio Motto and company. One of the enterprises established 
in 1773 even bore the name Compagnia de cristalli fini ad uso di Boemia. 
Examples of their production are given for instance by the beakers with the 
portraits of Doges Paolo Renier ana Lodovico Manin from the 'eighties and 
'nineties of the 18th century eO ) . 

A special chapter in the history of Venetian engraved glass is formed by 
the engraved mirrors produced at Vincenzo Vedova's workshop which hired a 
g lass engraver from Germany who then trained pupils in Venice - of whom 
there remained only two by 1777 - the son of Vincenzo, Pietro Vedova, and 
a Paolo Antonio and his son. The style and quality of the adornments of these 

(17 ) B. CECCHETTI, M onogl'a/iCl dellCl vet l'Cll'ia '1lelleziClIlCI e mut'cmeJe, V en ise, 1874, 
p. 50. 

(18) Z ANETTI , Guida di M U1'tl1l0, pp. 43-44; C ECCHETTI , M onogl'Cl/icl , p. 32 . 
(19) R. GALLO, G. B l'iCll i e l'll l'le d el V ell'o Cl MUI'CIIlO nel Jec. XVlll , V enise, 19 53. 

V enetian engraved g lass influenced by the Bohemian exampl es reprod uced in MARI ACH EH. 
I.c. : p . 90 ( wine carafe) , p. 95 ( covered gobl et) , p. 96 (ova l p late ) , p. 102 (a wine-bottl e 
w ith a decoration , which is very close to the Poldi-Pezzoli Museum gobl et) . 

(20 ) The beaker wi th the portra it of Pao lo Renier reproduced in MARI ACHER, /. c .. 
p. 96. 
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Venetian mirrors that have still remained are diamet ' 11 d 'ff . . ' flca y 1 erent In t 1 d 
qualtty from the Venetlan engraved table glass They h s y e an 

. . lId . are muc more dem d' 
requmng a mow e ge of geometry and drawing and th' h an Ing, 
graphic models (Z"). These decorations show no' traces e~ ~ut ~:s clearly used 
of Bohemian engravers and it is quite likely that th 0 e lrhect mfluence 
. d h ' d ' . e engraver w 0 help d t l11tro uce t IS pro uctlOn mto Venice came from one of th . e 0 
manufacturies in Germany. e more Important mIrror 

--_ (21) R. G . " 
mICO, XXX AUO, C 01l11'lbUII cdlCl SIO I';cl del'AI·te d' V.' . 
mirrors f VIII, Venlse, december 195 ' Th l ellO dt MUI'~no, GlOrnale econo
in M. ~a the 18th centuIY preserved in )til e ~ mos t ,~portant collectIOn of the Venetian 
Only usa P'Cone V eil'; " S M' useum 0 St. M artrno rn Naples (reproduced 

very f . ' ~ Cln Cll'lmo Naples 1967' B I 
the plat ew srng le pieces of the Yen t' ' , , OESEN, .c. , MARIACHER, I.c.) . 
beaker (M WIth D ominican symbols (~,an engrav~d tab le g lass are cl ose to these mirrors: 

AHIACHER, p. 93). AH IACHER, .c., p. 91) and pe rhaps the M ocenigo 
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